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Vision 

 Instilling in students an unwavering faith in God. A passion for academic excellence. 

 An abiding commitment to improve the quality of life in schools and society. 

 A passionate resolve to train teachers who are capable of responding to the changing needs of 

the modern society and be creative, committed and compassionate. 

 Dynamic agent of social change by adopting socio-cultural ethics. 

Mission 

 To offer enriching and innovative learning experiences to aspiring learners. 

 To make teaching-learning an enjoyable experience. 

 To promote commitment, dedication and service in their profession. 

 To infuse ethical and moral values in learners. 

 To foster a sense of pride in the nation and develop an appreciation for the diverse culture of 

our country. 

To achieve our mission and vision, following actions are being taken: 

1. Experiences and qualified faculty members have been appointed for effective teaching 

Learning. 

2. The Lecture halls are equipped with latest technical devices such as LCD Projector, Public 

Address System, and OHP. 

3. Study Materials and Question Banks on each subject are provided to all the students. It enables 

them to grasp their subjects in a better way and to prepare for the university Examination.  

4. For effective teaching learning process, Institute has adopted Two Way Teaching 

Methodology. Under this methodology, After completion of each unit presentations, charts and 

assignments are prepared and presented by all the students. It help them to comprehend 

theoretical concepts. 

5. In addition to theory classes, trainings and industrial visits are the fundamental part of teaching 

in our Institute, Students participate in short term practical training and internship.  

6. For better exposure to the knowledge, institute organizes Seminar, Conferences, and Guest 

Lectures through which students get opportunities to interact with experts and academicians of 

national and international repute. 

7. Placement is an essential aspect of professional courses. The institute has a placement cell 

which provides placement assistance to all the students and gets them placed in reputed 

organizations. 

8. Institute celebrates and organizes jayantis of Great Personalities. The main objective of 

celebrating these jayantis is to sensitize our students to feel responsible towards nation and 

society. It also helps in al round development of the students. 

 


